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MIXED HODGE COMPLEXES AND L2–COHOMOLOGY
FOR LOCAL SYSTEMS ON BALL QUOTIENTS
STEFAN MÜLLER-STACH, XUANMING YE, KANG ZUO
Abstract. We study the L2–cohomology of certain local systems on
non-compact arithmetic ball quotients X = Γ\Bn. In the case of a ball
quotient surface X we show that vanishing theorems for L2–cohomology
are intimately related to vanishing theorems of the type
H0(X,SnΩ1
X
(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗ (KX +D)−m/3) = 0
for m ≥ n ≥ 1 on the toroidal compactification (X,D). We also give
generalizations to higher dimensional ball quotients and study the mixed
Hodge structure on the sheaf cohomology of a local system in general with
the L2-cohomology contributing to the lowest weight part.
Introduction
Miyaoka [22] proved the vanishing
H0(X,SnΩ1X ⊗ L−m) = 0
for m ≥ n ≥ 1, if X = Γ\B2 is a compact ball quotient surface such that
KX = detΩ
1
X = L
⊗3 for some nef and big line bundle L.
In this paper we want to investigate more generally vanishing and non–
vanishing results for the L2–cohomology of non–compact ball quotients X =
Γ\Bn in any dimension. These theorems are related to questions about the
representation theory of SU(n, 1). The vanishing and non-vanishing theo-
rems on the representation theory side were shown by Li-Schwermer [20] and
Saper [28].
The complex ball Bn is a bounded symmetric domain of type G/K with G =
SU(n, 1) and K = U(n). A ball quotient X = Γ\Bn is a quotient of Bn by a
torsion–free discrete subgroup Γ ⊂ SU(n, 1). If Γ ⊂ SU(n, 1) is an arithmetic
subgroup, then X is quasi–projective and allows a natural normal projective
compactification by adding a finite number of points (cusps) at infinity, the
Baily–Borel–Satake compactification. Canonical desingularizations X of this
compactification are given by toroidal compactifications.
Examples of ball quotient surfaces are Picard modular surfaces. Those are
(components of) Shimura varieties which parametrize abelian 3–folds with
given endomorphism algebra [16]. In this case Γ is a subgroup of SU(2, 1)
with values in integers of an imaginary quadratic field E. In the classical
situation, already studied by Picard [18], the abelian 3–folds are Jacobians
of Picard curves y3 = P (x) with deg(P ) = 4. In this way Picard modular
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surfaces arise as one case in Deligne–Mostow’s list [5]. We refer to [21] for
an explicit geometric example defined over Q(
√−3).
The toroidal compactification in the Picard modular surface case is given by
resolving all cusps in a unique way by smooth elliptic curves [16]. In general,
arithmetic ball quotients X = Γ\Bn may be embedded into Ag, the moduli
space of abelian varieties, for a suitable g. In this case the toroidal com-
pactification X is unique with disjoint abelian varieties as boundary strata
[10, 31].
In this paper we study L2–cohomologies of complex local systems V on non–
compact arithmetic ball quotients X = Γ\Bn with a toroidal compactification
X. We will assume throughout this paper that Γ is torsion-free, so that X is
smooth and Γ is the fundamental group. There is the standard representation
ρ : Γ −→ GL(n + 1,C)
and we assume that it has unipotent monodromies around each component
of the boundary divisor D of a toroidal compactification X of X. This can
always be achieved by passing to a subgroup of finite index in Γ. We denote
the associated local system on X by V1, and call it uniformizing. The dual
local system is denoted by V2. Both local systems have rank n + 1 on X.
The sum of all Galois conjugates of V1 contains V2 and is defined over Q.
The uniformizing local system V1 underlies a complex VHS on X, also de-
noted by V1, which is defined over a number field. The vector bundle V1⊗OX
has a canonical Deligne extension to a vector bundle V1 on X together
with holomorphic subbundles F p ⊂ V1. It carries a logarithmic connection
∇ : V1 → V1 ⊗ Ω1X(logD).
To V1, or more generally to any local system W on X underlying a complex
VHS, there corresponds a logarithmic Higgs bundle E on X via the Simpson
correspondence. E can be defined as the graded object
E =
⊕
Ep,q,
where
Ep,q = F p/F p+1.
If W = V1 was the uniformizing local system on X, E is called the uniformiz-
ing Higgs bundle. The associated Higgs operator θ = gr∇ is a homomorphism
of vector bundles
θ : E −→ E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD),
which satisfies θ∧θ = 0, and Griffiths transversality, i.e., θ(Ep,q) ⊂ Ep−1,q+1⊗
Ω1
X
(logD).
Any Higgs bundle E =
⊕
Ep,q gives rise to a complex of vector bundles
E
θ−→E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
∧θ−→E ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
∧θ−→· · · ∧θ−→E ⊗ Ωdim(X)
X
(logD).
The hypercohomology of this complex computes the sheaf cohomology
H∗(X,W)
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and the complex itself carries a weight filtration (see [7] for both facts), giving
rise to a MHS onH∗(X,W), defined first by Deligne, Zucker and Saito. There
is an algebraic subcomplex
Ω∗(2)(E) ⊂ E ⊗ Ω∗X(logD)
whose hypercohomology is isomorphic to the L2- resp. intersection cohomol-
ogy of W
H∗L2(X,W) = IH
∗(X,W)
by a result of Zucker [32] and Jost-Yang-Zuo [13]. We denote this cohomology
group also by
H∗L2(X, (E, θ)).
There is a natural map from L2–cohomology to sheaf cohomology, factoring
surjectively through the weight zero part [23]:
H∗L2(X,W)։W0H
∗(X,W) →֒ H∗(X,W).
Now let us describe the results of this paper: First we consider the case
n = 2 of arithmetic ball quotient surfaces X = Γ\B2 where Γ ⊂ SU(2, 1) is
an arithmetic subgroup. Over X one has two complex local systems V1 and
V2 of rank 3 defined over some number field. Both are complex conjugate
and dual to each other, and the sum W = V1⊕V2 is a real local system. We
will always assume that Γ is small enough so that X is smooth and V1 and
V2 have unipotent monodromies at infinity. Under this assumption there is a
line bundle L on X such that L3 = KX +D [21]. We may assume that V1 is
the uniformizing local system corresponding to the standard representation
of Γ in SU(2, 1), and we let (E1, θ) be the corresponding Higgs bundle. The
Higgs bundle corresponding to V2 is denoted by E2. Our first result concerns
the L2-cohomology of E1:
Theorem 0.1. Assume that X is an (arithmetic) ball quotient surface with
the assumption that Γ is sufficiently small. Then we have:
• H0(X,Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊗ L−1) = 0 implies IH1(X,V1) = 0.
• IH1(X,V1) = 0 implies H0(X,S2Ω1X(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗ L−1) = 0.
If Γ is sufficiently small, then H1
L2
(E1) = IH
1(X,V1) can be non–zero.
The non–vanishing statement for Γ sufficiently small is due to Kazdan [14]
and holds for certain types of ball quotients. However, for compact ball
quotients of certain quaternionic types, examples with vanishing cohomology
were found by Kottwitz [15]. The local systems V1 and V2 are Galois conju-
gate to each other, hence one vanishes if and only if the other does. However
the vanishing of H1L2(E2) has a different interpretation:
Theorem 0.2. Assume that X is an (arithmetic) ball quotient surface with
the assumption that Γ is sufficiently small. Then IH1(X,V1) = 0 if and only
if IH1(X,V2) = 0. If these vanish, it implies that
H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗L−2) = H1(X,Ω1X(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗L−2) = 0.
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In the sequel we also look at different Schur functors applied to V1, e.g., S
2V1
and Λ3V1. More generally, we consider the most general Schur functors Wa,b
which are defined as kernels of natural maps
SaV1 ⊗ SbV2 −→ Sa−1V1 ⊗ Sb−1V2.
We refer to [8] for this notation. As a result we get:
Theorem 0.3. Assume that X is an (arithmetic) ball quotient surface. Then
one has H0(X,SnΩ1
X
(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗ L−m) = 0 for all m ≥ n ≥ 1.
The twist by (−D) in the theorem is too strong and the proof will give a
slightly better result. The proof uses a vanishing theorem of Ragunathan,
Li–Schwermer [20] and Saper [28], since Wa,b has regular highest weight if
and only if a, b > 0.
In section 2 we give generalizations of the previous results to higher–dimensional
arithmetic ball quotients X = Γ\Bn. For example we compute the Higgs co-
homology of the uniformizing Higgs bundle E1 and its symmetric powers
SkE1:
Theorem 0.4. The L2–Higgs complex for the symmetric powers (SkE1, θ)
with k ≥ 1 is quasi–isomorphic to
0→ T 0(k) 0→T 1(k) 0→→ · · · 0→T n(k)→ 0,
with trivial differentials, where T i(k) is the sheaf of L2–sections of
Ker
(
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)→ Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi+1
X
(logD)
)
for i = 1, . . . , n. For i = 0 we get T0(k) = L
−k.
Here, by sheaves of L2-sections we mean the sections of the subsheaves arising
in the subcomplex Ω∗(2)(E). We prove a similar theorem for the dual Higgs
bundle E2 in the same section.
In the final section we look at the weight filtration W• on the Higgs complex
E ⊗ Ω•
X
(logD) on a ball quotient surface X where E is the Higgs bundle
corresponding to the real VHS W = SkV1⊕SkV2. Together with the Hodge
filtration it computes the mixed Hodge structure on H∗(X,W). The natural
map IH∗(X,W) −→ H∗(X,W)maps onto the weight zero partW0H∗(X,W)
by [23]. Our goal is to compute the mixed Hodge numbers hp,q of this Hodge
structure. To do this, we first compute the weight graded pieces of the
complex E⊗Ω•
X
(logD). Using this and the comparison map from intersection
cohomology we prove the following results:
Theorem 0.5. The mixed Hodge numbers of H l(X,SkV1⊕SkV2), 0 ≤ l ≤ 4
above weight l + k depend only on the number of boundary components h.
More precisely:
1. For l = 3, the only non–zero mixed Hodge number is hk+2,k+23 = 2h.
2. For l = 2, the only non–zero mixed Hodge numbers are hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 ≤ h
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and hk+2,k+12 = h
k+1,k+2
2 = h.
Furthermore, if
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = 0,
then hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 = h.
3. For l = 1 one has
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = W0H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2).
Theorem 0.6. The mixed Hodge numbers of H l(X,End0(V1)), 0 ≤ l ≤ 4
above weight l + 2 depend only on the number of boundary components h.
More precisely:
1. For l = 3, the nonzero mixed Hodge number is only h4,43 = h.
2. For l = 2, the nonzero mixed Hodge numbers are only h4,22 = h
2,4
2 = h.
1. The L2–cohomology of certain local systems on Picard
modular surfaces
In this section we study the L2–cohomology of certain local systems on an
arithmetic ball quotient surface, and study their (non)–vanishing.
1.1. The Simpson correspondence in the simplest case. Let X be a
smooth, quasiprojective variety and X be a smooth compactification with
normal crossing boundary divisor D. There is a categorical correspondence
between direct sums of local systems on X and polystable logarithmic Higgs
bundles on X with vanishing Chern classes that goes back to Hitchin, Don-
aldson, Uhlenbeck-Yau and Simpson, see [30] for a reference. It associates to
any irreducible local system W on X underlying a complex VHS and with
unipotent monodromies at infinity a logarithmic Higgs bundle (E, θ) where
E is a vector bundle on X and
θ : E → E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
which, in addition, satisfies θ ∧ θ = 0.
Under these assumptions it is constructed as follows: the vector bundleW =
W ⊗ OX has a canonical Deligne extension to a vector bundle W on X
together with holomorphic subbundles F p ⊂ W. The associated Higgs bundle
E can be defined as the graded object
E =
⊕
Ep,q,
where
Ep,q = F p/F p+1
together with the graded extended Gauß–Manin connection ∇ as Higgs op-
erator θ. The Higgs operator θ is a homomorphism of vector bundles
θ : E −→ E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD),
which satisfies θ∧θ = 0 and Griffiths transversality, i.e., θ(Ep,q) ⊂ Ep−1,q+1⊗
Ω1
X
(logD).
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1.2. The uniformizing Higgs bundles on Picard modular surfaces.
Let X be a toroidal compactification of an arithmetic ball quotient surface
X = Γ\B2 [16]. There are two local systems V1 and V2 on X = X \ D.
Both are 3–dimensional, are complex conjugate and dual to each other, and
underly a complex VHS which is defined over a number field. The standard
representation of Γ ⊂ SU(2, 1) corresponds to V1 without loss of generality.
We assume throughout that Γ is torsion-free and the monodromy at infinity,
i.e., around the elliptic cusp divisors, is unipotent. This implies that KX+D
is divisible by 3 and we define L to be a third root, so thatKX+D = L
⊗3 [21].
L is a nef and big line bundle. The Deligne extensions of the vector bundles
Vi := Vi⊗OX to X are denoted by Vi. The corresponding Higgs bundle are
denoted by Ei. The local system W = V1⊕V2 is real and corresponds to the
Higgs bundle E = E1 ⊕ E2. By [21] we may assume that the Higgs bundle
E1 corresponding to V1 is
E1 = E
1,0
1 ⊕E0,11 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ L−1,
where L3 = detΩ1
X
(logD) = OX(KX+D) and the Higgs bundle correspond-
ing to V2 is
E2 = E
1,0
2 ⊕E0,12 = L⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2) .
Note that E0,12 = TX(− logD)⊗L. The non–zero part of the Higgs operator
for E1 is given by
θ = id : E1,01 = Ω
1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 → E0,11 ⊗ Ω1X(logD) = L−1 ⊗ Ω1X(logD).
For E2
θ : E1,02 = L→ E0,12 ⊗ Ω1X(logD) = TX(− logD)⊗ L⊗ Ω1X(logD)
is the inclusion onto L ⊂ TX(− logD)⊗L⊗Ω1X(logD) dual to the contraction
operator. The decomposition of E into Hodge types is therefore
E1,0 = E1,01 ⊕ E1,02 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ L,
E0,1 = E0,11 ⊕ E0,12 = L−1 ⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2) .
Taking the determinant implies:
Lemma 1.1. detE1,0 = L2 and detE0,1 = L−2.
For a general arithmetic ball quotient surface X in Deligne–Mostow’s list [5]
the canonial Higgs bundle associated to a universal family f can have more
direct summands than V1 and V2 as in the following example.
Example 1.2. Consider the family of cyclic 5 : 1 covers C → P1 of genus 6
ramified along 5 points. Then the eigenspace decomposition for Z/5Z implies
R1f∗C = V1⊕V2⊕U1⊕U2, where U1,U2 are unitary local systems. We may
again assume that V1 is the standard representation. All four local systems
have rank three and are Galois conjugate to each other. The unitary local
systems correspond to Higgs bundles with θ = 0.
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1.3. Definition of L2–Higgs cohomology on surfaces.
For ball quotientsX of arbitrary dimension we have that the boundary divisor
D in the toroidal compactification is smooth [10, 31].
The L2–Higgs cohomology H i
L2
(X, (E, θ)) of any logarithmic Higgs bundle
(E, θ) on a surface X may be computed via the hypercohomology of a com-
plex of algebraic sheaves [13, 32]
Ω0(E)(2) → Ω1(E)(2) → Ω2(E)(2),
In our case, where D is smooth in particular, one has [21, Appendix]:
Ω0(E)(2) = KerN1 = Ker(Res(θ)), where N1 = Res(θ),
Ω1(E)(2) =
dz1
z1
⊗ z1E + dz2 ⊗KerN1 = dz1 ⊗ E + dz2 ⊗KerN1,
Ω2(E)(2) =
dz1
z1
∧ dz2 ⊗ z1E = Ω2X ⊗E.
The shape of these sheaves arises from L2–conditions in the Poincaré metric
on X [13, 32]. We have an isomorphism of cohomology groups
H iL2(X, (E, θ)) = IH
i(X,W)
for any Higgs bundle (E, θ) underlying a complex VHS with local system W
[13, 32], i.e., L2–Higgs and intersection cohomology on X are isomorphic.
Now let E1 = Ω
1
X
(logD) ⊗ L−1 ⊕ L−1 be the uniformizing Higgs bundle as
above. Taking v as the generating section of L−1, dz1
z1
⊗ v, dz2 ⊗ v as the
generating sections of Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1, then the Higgs field
θ : E → E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
is defined by setting θ(dz1
z1
⊗ v) = v⊗ dz1
z1
, θ(dz2⊗ v) = v⊗ dz2, and θ(v) = 0.
If θ is written as N1
dz1
z1
+ N2dz2, then N1(
dz1
z1
⊗ v) = v, N1(dz2 ⊗ v) = 0,
N1(v) = 0, N2(
dz1
z1
⊗ v) = 0, N2(dz2 ⊗ v) = v, N2(v) = 0; the kernel of N1 is
the subsheaf generated by dz2⊗ v, dz1z1 ⊗ z1v and v, hence
(
Ω1
X
⊗ L−1)⊕L−1.
Summarizing, we have [21, Appendix]
Ω0(E)(2) = KerN1 =
(
Ω1
X
⊗ L−1)⊕ L−1, Ω2(E)(2) = Ω2X ⊗ E,
and
E ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)(−D) ⊆ Ω1(E)(2) ⊆ E ⊗ Ω1X .
1.4. The L2–Higgs cohomology of E1.
In this subsection we compute the L2–cohomology of the uniformizing Higgs
bundle E1 on an arithmetic ball quotient surface X: First neglecting L
2–
conditions, the complex
(E•1 , θ) : E1
θ→E1 ⊗ Ω1X(logD)
θ→E1 ⊗ Ω2X(logD)
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looks like:
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1
)
⊕ L−1
↓∼= ↓(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−1
)
⊕
(
L−1 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)
0
↓(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊗Ω2
X
(logD)
)
⊕
(
L−1 ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
)
.
Therefore it is quasi–isomorphic to a complex
L−1
0−→S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 0−→Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)⊗ L−1
with trivial differentials. As L is nef and big, we have
H0(L−1) = H1(L−1) = 0.
Hence we get
H1(X, (E•1 , θ))
∼= H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)
and H2(X, (E•1 , θ)) is equal to
H0(X,KX ⊗ L)∨ ⊕H0(X,Ω1X(logD)⊗ L2)⊕H1(X,S2Ω1X(logD)⊗ L−1).
If we now impose the L2–conditions and use the complex Ω∗(2)(E1) instead
of (E•1 , θ), the resulting cohomology groups are subquotients of the groups
described above.
Theorem 1.3. With the assumption on X as above:
• H0(X,Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊗ L−1) = 0 implies IH1(X,V1) = 0.
• IH1(X,V1) = 0 implies H0(X,S2Ω1X(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗ L−1) = 0.
If Γ is sufficiently small, then H1
L2
(E1) = IH
1(X,V1) can be non–zero.
Proof. By the proof above,
H1L2(X,E1) = L
2 − sections in H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1).
In addition, one certainly has Ω1
X
(logD)(−D)⊗E1 ⊆ Ω1(E1)(2) ⊆ Ω1X ⊗E1.
Together with E1 = Ω
1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊕ L−1 this implies that
H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗L−1) ⊂ H1L2(X,E1) ⊂ H0(X,Ω1X(logD)⊗Ω1X⊗L−1)
which gives the assertion. The standard representation V1 can have non–
vanishing cohomology if the arithmetic subgroup Γ has large index in SU(2, 1).
This is a result of Kazdan, see [2, Cor. 5.9 and Remark 5.10]. 
In [21] such a vanishing result has been verified for one particular example
of a Picard modular surface, studied also by Hirzebruch and Holzapfel.
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1.5. The L2–Higgs cohomology of E2.
We compute the L2–cohomology of E2 in a similar way: First neglecting
L2–conditions, the complex
(E•2 , θ) : E2
θ→E2 ⊗ Ω1X(logD)
θ→E2 ⊗ Ω2X(logD)
looks like:
L ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)
↓ ↓(
L⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
) ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−2) 0
↓∼=
L4 ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L) .
and the arrow L→ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2⊗L−2 is injective with cokernel S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗
L−2. Therefore (E•2 , θ) is quasi–isomorphic to a complex
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 0−→S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 0−→L4
with trivial differentials. Hence we get
H1(X, (E•2 , θ))
∼= H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)⊕H1(X,Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)
and H2(X, (E•1 , θ)) is equal to
H0(X,L4)⊕H1(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)⊕H2(X,Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L2).
With L2–conditions we have to again introduce twists by −D as above. The
vanishing of H1
L2
(E1) and H
1
L2
(E2) is related by a conjugation argument:
Theorem 1.4. Assume that X is an arithmetic ball quotient surface. Then
H1L2(E1) = 0 if and only if H
1
L2(E2) = 0. If both vanish, this implies that
H0(X,S2Ω1
X
(logD)(−D)⊗ L−2) = H1(X,Ω1
X
(logD)(−D)⊗ L−2) = 0.
Proof. The first statement follows from complex conjugation, the second one
was shown above. 
In [21] there is an example with H1
L2
(E1) = H
1
L2
(E2) = 0. In general this
group does not vanish by the result of Kazdan [2, Cor. 5.9 and Remark 5.10].
1.6. The L2–Higgs cohomology of End0(V1) = End
0(V2).
If we consider irreducible representations other than SnV1 or S
nV2 then there
is the following vanishing theorem which is a special case of the results in
[20, 28]. Recall that we assumed Γ to be torsion-free.
Theorem 1.5 (Ragunathan, Li–Schwermer, Saper). Let W be an irreducible
representation of an arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ SU(2, 1) coming from G =
SU(2, 1), i.e., a local system on X. If the highest weight of W is regular,
then one has IH1(X,W) = 0.
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For representations of SU(2, 1) regular highest weight is equivalent to not
being isomorphic to either SnV1 nor S
nV2. This applies in particular to all
representations Wa,b of SU(2, 1) ⊆ SL3(C) with a, b > 0. These are defined
as kernels of natural maps
SaV1 ⊗ SbV2 −→ Sa−1V1 ⊗ Sb−1V2.
We refer to [8] for this notation. A consequence of the vanishing theorem is:
Corollary 1.6. IH1(X,Wa,b) = 0 for a, b > 0.
The Higgs bundle corresponding to End(V1) is E1 ⊗ E2. It is of weight 2
with Hodge types (2, 0) + (1, 1) + (0, 2). We have
E1 ⊗ E2 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊕ L−1)⊗ (L⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)
= Ω1
X
(logD)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3 ⊕OX
)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3)
corresponding to types. The Higgs bundle corresponding to W1,1 = End
0V1
is the quotient of this bundle modulo the image ofOX and hence is isomorphic
to
Ω1
X
(logD)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3) .
Its Higgs complex looks like
Ω1
X
(logD)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3)
↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3)
↓(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)
)
This complex is quasi–isomorphic to
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3 0−→S3Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3 0−→Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3.
Corollary 1.6 with a = b = 1 now implies a rigidity theorem:
Theorem 1.7 (Weil rigidity). Let X be an arithmetic ball quotient surface
with uniformizing VHS V1. Then IH
1(X,End0V1) = 0 and therefore
H0(X,S3Ω1
X
(logD)(−D)⊗ L−3) = 0
as well as
H1(X,Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3) = H1(X, TX(− logD)) = 0.
1.7. The L2–Higgs complex of S2E1.
Let us look at the symmetric square S2V1. The associated Higgs bundle is
S2E1. The Higgs complex without L
2–conditions looks as follows:(
S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2
)
⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2
)
⊕ L−2
↓(
S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)
⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)
⊕
(
L−2 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)
↓(
S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
)
⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
)
⊕
(
L−2 ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
)
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Again, many differentials in this complex are isomorphisms or zero. For
example the differential
S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)→ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD)
is a projection map onto a direct summand, since for every vector space W
we have the identity
S2W ⊗W = S3W ⊕ (W ⊗ Λ2W ) .
Therefore the Higgs complex for S2(E1) is quasi–isomorphic to
L−2
0→S3Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 0→S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L.
We conclude that the first cohomology is given by a subspace
H1L2(S
2E1) ⊆ H0(X,S3Ω1X(logD)⊗ L−2).
1.8. The L2–Higgs complex of S2E2.
Now look at the symmetric square S2V2. The associated Higgs bundle is
S2E2. The Higgs complex ignoring L
2–conditions looks as follows:
L2 ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4)
↓(
L⊗2 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
)
↓
L5 ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L2)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)
Again, many differentials in this complex are isomorphisms, exact or zero.
For example the sequence
L2 → Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−1 → S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1
is exact and Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L2 is mapped isomorphically. By the plethysm
S2W ⊗W = S3W ⊕ (W ⊗ Λ2W ) .
we get that the Higgs complex is quasi–isomorphic to
S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4 0→S3Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4 0→L5.
We will later see that in this complex one has
H0(X,S3Ω1
X
(logD)(−D)⊗ L−4) = 0.
The proof will be given in section 1.10.
1.9. The L2–Higgs complex for Λ3V.
The Higgs bundle corresponding to the third primitive cohomology inside
Λ3V will be denoted by E3pr =
⊕
Ep,qpr . We have in particular two important
graded pieces:
(A) E2,1pr → E1,2pr ⊗ Ω1X(logD)→ E0,3pr ⊗ L3, and
(B) E3,0pr → E2,1pr ⊗ Ω1X(logD)→ E1,2pr ⊗ L3.
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Let us first compute all Ep,qpr . We have E
3,0
pr = L
2 and E0,3pr = L
−2. Fur-
thermore
E2,1 = Λ2E1,0 ⊗E0,1 = OX ⊕ 2
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−2) .
Hence we get the primitive part
E2,1pr = OX ⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2) ,
since the Lefschetz operator ∧ω is a natural inclusion here. In a similar way
we get
E1,2pr = OX ⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4) .
Now the complex (A) becomes
OX ⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)
↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−2)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4)
↓
L.
It is quasi–isomorphic to
(A) : OX 0→
(
S3Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−4)⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)→ 0
in degrees 0 and 1 only. In a similar way (B) becomes
L2
↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)
↓
L3 ⊕ (Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L1)⊕ (S2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)
It is quasi–isomorphic to
(B) :
(
S3Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2)⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)
0→L3
in degrees 1 and 2 only.
1.10. A vanishing theorem.
For higher symmetric powers on arithmetic ball quotient surfaces we get the
following vanishing theorem:
Theorem 1.8. One has H0(X,SnΩ1
X
(logD)(−D) ⊗ L−m) = 0 for all m ≥
n ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider Wa,b for a, b > 0. The corresponding Higgs bundle Ea,b is
a subbundle of SaE1 ⊗ SbE2. Since E1 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1) ⊕ L−1 and
E2 = L ⊕
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2), SaE1 ⊗ SbE2 contains the direct summand
SaΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−a ⊗ SbΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2b. We have defined
Ea,b := Ker(S
aE1 ⊗ SbE2 ι→Sa−1E1 ⊗ Sb−1E2),
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with the map ι induced by the pairing E1 ⊗ E2 → OX . When one restricts
the pairing E1 ⊗E2 → OX to E1,01 ⊗ E0,12 it is given by the wedge product
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2 → Λ2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3 = OX .
Therefore, Ea,b contains the vector bundle S
a+bΩ1
X
(logD)⊗L−a−2b as a direct
summand.
Now we compute H1
L2
of the corresponding Higgs complex for Ea,b in the
same way as in the proof of theorem 1.3. Ignoring again L2–conditions first,
then in degree one of the corresponding Higgs complex there is the vector
bundle Sa+b+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−a−2b, which is in the kernel of θ but not killed
by the differential θ from degree zero. This follows in the same way as in the
proof of theorem 1.3. Therefore the H0 of this term survives in H1
L2
(X,Ea,b).
For a, b > 0 we however have H1
L2
(X,Ea,b) = 0 by Corollary 1.6 and hence we
have H0(X,Sa+b+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗OX(−D)⊗L−a−2b) = 0. For all such choices
of a, b we let n = a + b+ 1 ≥ 3 and m = a + 2b and we obtain the assertion
for all possible values of m ≥ n ≥ 3 in this way. 
2. Higher dimensional ball quotients: Non–vanishing theorems
If X \D = Bn = SU(n, 1)/U(n) is an n–dimensional arithmetic ball quotient
with smooth boundary D, then the uniformizing Higgs bundle is as above
E1 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1) ⊕ L−1 with Ln+1 = OX(KX + D). Its dual Higgs
bundle is E2 = L ⊕
(
Ωn−1
X
(logD)⊗ L−n
)
. The latter holds because of the
perfect pairing Ω1
X
(logD) ⊗ Ωn−1
X
(logD) → Ωn
X
(logD) = Ln+1. The Higgs
operator for E1 is given by the identity map
θ : Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 → L−1 ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
on Ω1
X
(logD) ⊗ L−1 and by 0 on L−1. Therefore we can compute its L2–
cohomology as above and obtain:
Theorem 2.1. H iL2(X, (E1, θ)) is isomorphic to the L
2–sections inside
H0L2
(
Ker(Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)→ Ωi+1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)
)
for i = 1, . . . , n and H0
L2
(X, (E1, θ)) ⊆ H0(X,L−1) = 0.
Proof. The Higgs operator on each level is given by the canonical surjective
map
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1 ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)→ Ωi+1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1
on Ω1
X
(logD)⊗L−1⊗Ωi
X
(logD) and by 0 on L−1⊗Ωi
X
(logD). This proves
the assertion. 
Turning to more general symmetric powers of E1 =
(
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−1)⊕L−1,
we have the following result:
Theorem 2.2. The L2–Higgs complex for the symmetric power (SkE1, θ)
with k ≥ 1 is quasi–isomorphic to
0→ T 0(k) 0→T 1(k) 0→→ · · · 0→T n(k)→ 0,
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with trivial differentials, where T i(k) is the sheaf of L2–sections of
Ker
(
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)→ Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi+1
X
(logD)
)
for i = 1, . . . , n. For i = 0 we get T0(k) = L
−k.
Proof. The Higgs bundle associated to SkE1 is(
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k)⊕ (Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k)⊕ · · · ⊕ L−k.
If we write down the Higgs complex, then the Eagon–Northcott type com-
plexes
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)→ Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi+1
X
(logD)→
→ Sk−2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ωi+2
X
(logD)
occur which are exact in the middle [9]. Hence the only cohomology arises
at the left or right ends as stated. 
Example 2.3. In the case n = 3 this complex is
0→ L−k → Sk+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗L−k → Γk,1(Ω1X(logD))⊗L−k → SkΩ1X(logD)⊗L4−k → 0.
Here Γa,b is the standard irreducible representation
Γa,b(W ) = Ker
(
Sa(W )⊗ Sb(Λ2W )→ Sa−1(W )⊗ Sb−1(Λ2W )⊗ det(W )) .
associated to any GL3–representation W .
In a similar way we obtain a result for E2:
Theorem 2.4. The L2–Higgs complex for the symmetric power (SkE2, θ)
with k ≥ 1 is quasi–isomorphic to
0→ T 0(k) 0→T 1(k) 0→→ · · · 0→T n(k)→ 0,
with trivial differentials, where T i(k) is the sheaf of L2–sections of
Coker
(
Sk−1Ωn−1
X
(logD)⊗ L(n+1)−nk ⊗ Ωi−1
X
(logD)→ SkΩn−1
X
(logD)⊗ L−nk ⊗ Ωi
X
(logD)
)
for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. For i = n we get T n(k) = Lk+n+1.
Proof. Argue as in the case of E1. 
Example 2.5. In the case n = 3 this complex is
0→ SkΩ2
X
(logD)⊗L−3k → Γ1,k(Ω1X(logD))⊗L−3k → Sk+1Ω2X(logD)⊗L−3k → Lk+4 → 0.
Corollary 2.6. For i = 1 and k ≥ 1, H1
L2
(X, (SkE1, θ)) is equal to the
L2–sections of H0(X,Sk+1Ω1
X
(logD) ⊗ L−k). This group is non–zero if Γ
is sufficiently small. In a similar way H1L2(X, (S
kE2, θ)) is equal to the L
2–
sections of H0(Γ1,...,k(Ω
1
X
(logD)) ⊗ L−nk). This group is non–zero if Γ is
sufficiently small.
Proof. A result of Kazdan [2, page 255], generalized in [19], implies that
H1
L2
(X, (SkE1, θ)) is non–zero if Γ is sufficiently small. 
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3. The mixed Hodge structures on the cohomology groups of
certain local systems
In this section, we will discuss the mixed Hodge structure on the cohomol-
ogy groups of some local systems underlying a polarized variation of Hodge
structures over an (arithmetic) ball quotient surface. Before that, we provide
a short outline of the Deligne-Saito-Zucker theory of mixed Hodge structures
on cohomology groups with locally constant coefficients.
3.1. General remarks about the mixed Hodge structure on the co-
homology group of a local system.
Let us first recall some notation from the introduction and then introduce
basic facts about mixed Hodge structures on the cohomology group of a lo-
cal system. Denote by X a quasi-projective manifold of dimension d and by
(WR,∇, F ·) a polarized R-VHS over X of weight n. Let X be a smooth, pro-
jective compactification ofX such thatD := X\X is a simple normal crossing
divisor. For simplicity of exposition, we assume that the local monodromy
around each irreducible component of D is unipotent (it is quasi-unipotent in
general in geometric situations). Put W = WR ⊗R OXan , where OXan is the
sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X. Deligne’s canonical extension
(see Ch II, §4 in [3]) gives a unique extended vector bundle W of W over X,
together with a flat logarithmic connection
∇ :W →W ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD).
Using this we obtain the logarithmic de Rham complex Ω∗log(W ,∇). Schmid’s
Nilpotent orbit theorem implies that the Hodge filtration F · extends to a
filtration F
·
of holomorphic subbundles of W as well (see §4 in [29]). By
GAGA, the extended holomorphic objects over X are in fact algebraic. One
defines a Hodge filtration on the logarithmic de Rham complex by
F rΩ∗log(W,∇) = Ω∗X(logS)⊗ F
r−∗
,
which is a subcomplex by Griffiths transversality. After Saito (see [24]-[27]),
there is a naturally defined weight filtration W· on the logarithmic de Rham
complex such that the triple (Ω∗log(W ,∇),W·, F ·) is a cohomological mixed
Hodge complex (see Appendix A in [6] and [7]). By Scholie 8.1.9 (ii) in [4],
this gives rise to a real MHS with weights ≥ k+n on Hk(X,WR). When WR
is constant, this MHS coincides with the one defined in §3.2, [4] by Deligne.
It is this MHS that we intend to understand properly in the case of a ball
quotient surface.
3.2. Case 1: SkV1 ⊕ SkV2 over ball quotient surfaces.
Let X = Γ\B2 be an arithmetic ball quotient surface. Let V1 and V2 be
the two standard complex local systems of rank 3 over X. Their sum WR =
V1⊕V2 is a real local system. As in the preceeding subsection there are two
associated Deligne extensions V i on X (the toroidal compactification) such
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thatW = V1⊕V2. We denote the logarithmic de Rham complex for each V i
by (Ω·
X
(logD)⊗ V i,∇).
In the following we explain the weight filtration on the logarithmic Higgs
complex of SkE1⊕SkE2 which is the logarithmic Higgs bundle obtained from
SkV1 ⊕ SkV2 by taking graded pieces with respect to the Hodge filtration.
This Higgs bundle corresponds to the real local system SkV1⊕SkV2. For the
construction of the weight filtration on the logarithmic de Rham complex,
one could see [32] in the case of noncompact curves and [6, 7] in the general
case. The weight filtration on the logarithmic Higgs complex is then obtained
by taking the graded pieces for the Hodge filtration on the weight filtration
of the logarithmic de Rham complex. In our approach we follow El Zein’s
work [6, 7]. In this reference all technical details concerning the filtrations
and the related spectral sequences are discussed.
Now we introduce some useful notation:
Definition 3.1. Let I = i1, ..., ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ k be a subset of {1, ..., k}. De-
note Ω1
X
(logD)⊗k(I) the subsheaves of Ω1
X
(logD)⊗k such that on the ith
position (i ∈ I), the tensor factor Ω1
X
(logD) is replaced by Ω1
X
. For exam-
ple, Ω1
X
(logD)⊗3({2, 3}) = Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊗ Ω1
X
. Denote Ω1
X
(logD)⊗kj the
subsheaves of Ω1
X
(logD)⊗k given by
ΣI,|I|=jΩ
1
X
(logD)⊗k(I).
Denote SkΩ1
X
(logD)j := S
kΩ1
X
(logD) ∩ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗kj .
Using this notation, one can show:
Proposition 3.2. (a) The Higgs complex for SkE1 has the following shape:
The weight (k + 1)–part Wk+1(S
kE1, θ) is of the form
Grk+2F : Gr
k+1
F : Gr
j
F (0 ≤ j ≤ k) :
...
↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD) ...
↓ ↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD) Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD) ...
where the column under GrjF (0 ≤ j ≤ k) is given by
SjΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k → Sj−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
→ Sj−2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD).
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(As a notation, SjΩ1
X
(logD) means 0 if j < 0)
For every 1 ≤ l ≤ k the weight l–part Wl(SkE1, θ) is of the form
Grk+2F : Gr
k+1
F : Gr
j
F (0 ≤ j ≤ k) :
...
↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
+ ...
SkΩ1
X
(logD)k−l+1 ⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1X(logD)
↓ ↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
+ Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD) ...
SkΩ1
X
(logD)k−l+1 ⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2X(logD)
where the column under GrjF (0 ≤ j ≤ k) is given by
SjΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k → Sj−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
→ Sj−2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD).
The weight 0–part W0(S
kE1, θ) is of the form
Grk+2F : Gr
k+1
F : Gr
j
F (0 ≤ j ≤ k) :
...
↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
...
↓ ↓
SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD) ...
where the column under GrjF (0 ≤ j ≤ k) is given by
SjΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k → Sj−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
→ Sj−2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD).
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(b) The Higgs complex for SkE2 has the following shape: The weight (k+1)–
part Wk+1(S
kE2, θ) is of the form
GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) : Gr1F : Gr0F :
... Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3−2k SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k
↓ ↓
... SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
↓
...
where the column under GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) is given by
Sk−jΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−2k → Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−3−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
→ Sk−j+2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−6−2k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD).
For every 1 ≤ l ≤ k the weight l–part Wl(SkE2, θ) is of the form
GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) : Gr1F : Gr0F :
... Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3−2k SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k
↓ ↓
... SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
↓
...
where the column under GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ l) is given by
Sk−jΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−2k → Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−3−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)
→ Sk−j+2Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−6−2k ⊗ Ω2
X
(logD),
the column under Grl+1F is given by
Sk−l−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3l+3−2k → Sk−lΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L3l−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
+Sk−lΩ1
X
(logD)1⊗L3l−2k⊗Ω1X(logD)→ Sk−l+1Ω1X(logD)⊗L3l−3−2k⊗Ω2X(logD),
and the column under GrjF (l + 2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) is given by:
Sk−jΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−2k → Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−3−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
+Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)1⊗L3j−3−2k⊗Ω1X(logD)→ Sk−j+2Ω1X(logD)⊗L3j−6−2k⊗Ω2X .
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The weight 0–part W0(S
kE2, θ) is of the form
GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) : Gr1F : Gr0F :
... Sk−1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3−2k SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k
↓ ↓
... SkΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
+SkΩ1
X
(logD)1 ⊗ L−2k ⊗ Ω1X(logD)
↓
...
where the column under GrjF (2 ≤ j ≤ k + 2) is given by
Sk−jΩ1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−2k → Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3j−3−2k ⊗ Ω1
X
+Sk−j+1Ω1
X
(logD)1⊗L3j−3−2k⊗Ω1X(logD)→ Sk−j+2Ω1X(logD)⊗L3j−6−2k⊗Ω2X .
Proof. This can be worked out using a recent result of El Zein [6, §4] for the
special case where the boundary divisor D is smooth. 
Using these results, we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3. The mixed Hodge numbers of H l(X,SkV1⊕SkV2), 0 ≤ l ≤ 4
above weight l + k depend only on the number of boundary components h.
More precisely:
1. For l = 3, the only non–zero mixed Hodge number is hk+2,k+23 = 2h.
2. For l = 2, the only non–zero mixed Hodge numbers are hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 ≤ h
and hk+2,k+12 = h
k+1,k+2
2 = h.
Furthermore, if
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = 0,
then hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 = h.
3. For l = 1 one has
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = W0H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2).
Proof. Let V := SkV1 ⊕ SkV2. Note that:
H l(X,V) = 0 for l = 0, 4,
so we only need to consider the case when l = 1, 2, 3. Let
hp,ql := dimGr
p
FGr
q
F
Gr
W [l+k]
p+q (H
k(X,V)),
hp,ql,1 := dimGr
p
FGr
q
F
Gr
W [l+k]
p+q (H
k(X,SkV1)),
hp,ql,2 := dimGr
p
FGr
q
F
Gr
W [l+k]
p+q (H
k(X,SkV2)).
Note that hp,ql = h
p,q
l,1 + h
p,q
l,2 and h
q,p
l,1 = h
p,q
l,2 . From Prop. 3.2 we deduce that
hp,ql = 0 for p + q > l + 2k + 1 or p + q < l + k. From the calculation of the
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cohomology of the logarithmic Higgs complex we conclude that hp,q2,1 = 0 for
0 < p < k + 1, p + q > k + 2 and hp,q3,1 = 0 for 0 < p < k + 2, p + q > k + 2.
On the other hand, by theorem 2.4, we know that hp,q2,2 = 0 for 1 < p <
k + 2, p+ q > k + 2 and hp,q3,2 = 0 for 0 < p < k + 2, p+ q > k + 2.
Case 1. l = 1
Let X∗ be the Baily-Borel compactification of X, and note that we have the
following commutative diagram:
IH1(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) //
**❯❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
IH1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)

H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2).
Since the singularities of X∗ are isolated points, we know that the maps
IH1(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)→ H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)
are isomorphisms [1]. Therefore, the map
IH1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)→ H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)
is surjective. So we have
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = W0H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2).
Case 2. l = 3
By Hodge symmetry we have hk+2,q3 = h
q,k+2
3 = 0, 0 ≤ q ≤ k+1. So the only
unknown Hodge number is hk+2,k+23 .
By E2-degeneration of the weight filtration,Gr
k+2
F Gr
k+2
F
Gr
W [3+k]
k+2+k+2(H
3(X,V)) =
Ker(H3(X,GrWk+1Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇))→ H4(X,GrWk Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
Image(H2(X,GrWk+2Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇))→ H3(X,GrWk+1Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
.
Since
H4(X,GrWk Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇))) = H2(X,GrWk+2Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗V,∇)) = 0,
we get
Grk+2F Gr
k+2
F
Gr
W [3+k]
k+2+k+2(H
3(X,V)) = H3(X,GrWk+1Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇)))
= H1(D,OD)⊕H1(D,OD).
Therefore hk+2,k+23 = 2h, where h is the number of connected components
contained in D.
Case 3. l = 2
By Hodge symmetry we have hp,q2 = h
q,p
2 = 0 for 1 < q < k + 1. So the only
unknown Hodge numbers are hk+2,k+12 = h
k+1,k+2
2 , h
k+1,k+1
2 , h
k+2,1
2 = h
1,k+2
2 .
For hk+2,k+12 , we know that h
k+2,k+1
2,1 = h
k+1,k+2
2,2 = 0. Hence we only need to
compute hk+2,k+12,2 . Denote by V i, i = 1, 2 the Deligne extension of SkVi. We
have Grk+1F Gr
k+2
F
Gr
W [2+k]
k+1+k+2(H
2(X,SkV2)) =
Ker(H2(X,GrWk+1Gr
k+1
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V2,∇))→ H3(X,GrWk Grk+1F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V2,∇)))
Image(H1(X,GrWk+2Gr
k+1
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V2,∇))→ H2(X,GrWk+1Grk+1F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V2,∇)))
.
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Furthermore,
H3(X,GrWk Gr
k+1
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V2,∇)) = H1(X,GrWk+2Grk+1F (Ω·X(logD)⊗V2,∇)) = 0,
so we get
Grk+1F Gr
k+2
F
Gr
W [2+k]
k+2+k+1(H
2(X,SkV2)) = H
2(X,GrWk+1Gr
k+1
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V2,∇)) = H1(D,OD).
Therefore hk+2,k+12,2 = h
k+2,k+1
2 = h
k+1,k+2
2 = h.
Since hk+1,k+12,2 = 0, one has h
k+1,k+1
2,1 = 0. Therefore h
k+1,k+1
2 = 0.
One has Grk+2F Gr
1
F
Gr
W [2+k]
k+2+1 (H
2(X,V)) =
Ker(H2(X,GrW1 Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V ,∇))→ H3(X,GrW0 Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
Image(H1(X,GrW2 Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V ,∇))→ H2(X,GrW1 Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
.
Since H1(X,GrW2 Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇)) = 0,
we have
Grk+2F Gr
1
F
Gr
W [2+k]
k+2+1 (H
2(X,V)) ⊂ GrW1 Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗V,∇)) = H0(D,OD).
Therefore hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 ≤ h. 
The inequality in the theorem becomes an equality under the following as-
sumption:
Corollary 3.4. If we assume
IH3(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 ∼= W0H3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1,
where the index (k + 2, 1) denotes the (k + 2, 1) Hodge component, then we
have
hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 = h.
Note that if
H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = 0,
then
IH3(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) ∼= IH1(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2) = 0,
and hence this assumption is satisfied, since by [23] this implies
IH3(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 ∼= W0H3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 = 0.
Proof. From the Higgs complex and the proof of the theorem it follows that
dim IH1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1 = dimW0H1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1.
Using the assumption (and [23]) we obtain therefore
dim IH3(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 = dimW0H3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1
≤ dim IH3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 = dim IH1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1
= dimW0H
1(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1 = dim IH1(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1.
Since by duality
dim IH3(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 = dim IH1(X∗, SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)0,k+1,
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we have equality in the above inequality and hence
dimW0H
3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1 = dim IH3(X,SkV1 ⊕ SkV2)k+2,1.
Then the map
H2(X,GrW1 Gr
k+2
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇))→ H3(X,GrW0 Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗V,∇)))
is trivial. We have
Grk+2F Gr
1
F
Gr
W [2+k]
k+2+1 (H
2(X,V)) ∼= GrW1 Grk+2F (Ω·X(logD)⊗V,∇)) = H0(D,OD).
Therefore hk+2,12 = h
1,k+2
2 = h. 
3.3. Case 2: End0(V1) = End
0(V2) over ball quotient surfaces.
Theorem 3.5. The mixed Hodge numbers of H l(X,End0(V1)), 0 ≤ l ≤ 4
above weight l + 2 depend only on the number of boundary components h.
More precisely:
1. For l = 3, the nonzero mixed Hodge number is only h4,43 = h.
2. For l = 2, the nonzero mixed Hodge numbers are only h4,22 = h
2,4
2 = h.
Proof. We proceed as in case 1, and first compute the weight filtration
on the logarithmic Higgs complex of End0(E1) = End
0(E2) ⊂ E1 ⊗ E2
which is the logarithmic Higgs bundle associated to the Deligne extension
of V := End0(V1) = End
0(V2).
W3(End
0(E1), θ) :
Gr4
F
: Gr3
F
: Gr2
F
: Gr1
F
: Gr0
F
:
Ω1
X
(logD) ⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3
↓ ↓∼=
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗3 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3
↓∼= ↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)
W2(End
0(E1), θ) :
Gr4
F
: Gr3
F
: Gr2
F
: Gr1
F
: Gr0
F
:
Ω1
X
(logD) ⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3
↓ ↓∼=
Ω1
X
⊗Ω1
X
(logD) + Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗3 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3
↓ ↓
Ω1
X
⊗ L3⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)
W1(End
0(E1), θ) :
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Gr4
F
: Gr3
F
: Gr2
F
: Gr1
F
: Gr0
F
:
Ω1
X
(logD) ⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3
↓ ↓∼=
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗Ω1
X
⊕(Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3
+Ω1
X
⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2
+Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ Ω1
X
)⊗ L−3
↓ ↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗Ω2
X
⊕ Ω1
X
⊗ Ω1
X
(logD) ⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)
+Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
W0(End
0(E1), θ) :
Gr4
F
: Gr3
F
: Gr2
F
: Gr1
F
: Gr0
F
:
Ω1
X
(logD) ⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ L−3
↓ ↓∼=
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊕(Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊗ Ω1
X
(logD)⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ L−3
+Ω1
X
(logD)⊗2 ⊗ Ω1
X
)⊗ L−3
↓∼= ↓
Ω1
X
(logD)⊗Ω2
X
⊕Ω1
X
(logD)⊗ Ω1
X
⊕ Ω1
X
(logD)
Note that:
H l(X,V) = 0, for l = 0, 1, 4,
so we only need to consider the case when l = 2, 3. Let
hp,ql := dimGr
p
FGr
q
F
Gr
W [l+2]
p+q (H
l(X,V)).
From the above calculation, we know that hp,ql = 0 for p + q > l + 2 + 3 or
p + q < l + 2.
Denote the logarithmic de Rham complex of V by (Ω·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇).
1. l = 3
We use the calculation of the weight filtration on the logarithmic Higgs com-
plex in Prop. 3.2 together with the vanishing result Cor. 1.6. This implies
the exactness of the graded subquotients Gr3F and Gr
1
F of W3(End
0(E1), θ),
and hence that all the Hodge numbers h3,53 , h
6,2
3 , h
1,7
3 , h
8,0
3 , h
3,4
3 , h
5,2
3 , h
1,6
3 ,
h7,03 , h
3,3
3 , h
4,2
3 , h
1,5
3 and h
6,0
3 are 0. Consequently, by Hodge symmetry, we
only need to compute h4,43 .
By E2-degeneration of the weight filtration, Gr
4
FGr
4
F
Gr
W [3+2]
4+4 (H
3(X,V)) =
Ker(H3(X,GrW3 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V ,∇))→ H4(X,GrW2 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
Image(H2(X,GrW4 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇))→ H3(X,GrW3 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
.
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Since H4(X,GrW2 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇))) = H2(X,GrW4 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗
V ,∇)) = 0, we get
Gr4FGr
4
F
Gr
W [3+2]
4+4 (H
3(X,V)) = H3(X,GrW3 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇))) = H1(D,L⊗3|D ).
Therefore h4,43 = h, where h is the number of connected components of D.
2. l = 2
As in the case l = 3 we know by Prop. 3.2 together with Cor. 1.6 that all the
Hodge numbers h3,42 , h
5,2
2 , h
1,6
2 , h
7,0
2 , h
3,3
2 , h
1,5
2 , h
6,0
2 , h
3,2
2 , h
1,4
2 , h
5,0
2 are zero. So
by Hodge symmetry we only need to compute h4,22 .
Since Gr4FGr
2
F
Gr
W [2+2]
4+2 (H
2(X,V)) =
Ker(H2(X,GrW2 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V ,∇))→ H3(X,GrW1 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
Image(H1(X,GrW3 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗ V,∇))→ H2(X,GrW2 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗ V,∇)))
.
In addition,H3(X,GrW1 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇)) = H1(X,GrW3 Gr4F (Ω·X(logD)⊗
V ,∇)) = 0, hence we get
Gr4FGr
2
F
Gr
W [2+2]
4+2 (H
2(X,V)) = H2(X,GrW2 Gr
4
F (Ω
·
X
(logD)⊗V,∇)) = H0(D,OD).
Therefore h4,22 = h
2,4
2 = h, where h is the number of connected components
of D. 
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